Unavoidable circumstances have retarded the writing of this introduction, much to the author's regret, and even now it is impossible to make it in any respect as complete as he would wish. It seems, however, better not to defer its publication any longer, and to give as much as circumstances allow of. The M. S. which has been printed Anglia XIII, p. 365 for the first time in full is found Brit. Mus. M. S. Cotton. Tib. A. 3 . This codex has been described by Dr. H. Logeman of Ghent in his Introduction to the 'Rule of St. Benet.' taken from the same source. I transcribe the lines which refer to our text:
"Of this the Latin text has been printed in full at least "twice, a) in R. P. Clem. Reyneri Apostolatus Benedictin-"orum and b) in the later editions of the Monasticon "Anglicanum, see ed. 1817, 1846, I, p. XXVII Besides "the smaller quotations given from it by Wanley himself, "other extracts have been put in type several times. Seiden "printed the prologue and the greater part of the epilogue "in his notes to Eadmer. See his works, ed. 1726, II. pp. "1612 -1621 . Seiden, "in accordance with the usage of his time, 'edits* the MS., "and though he does not mention the MS. from which his "text is taken, it is highly probable that our MS. is the "one. Th. Wright, in his Biogr. Lit. Brit, Anglo-Saxon "period (I) p. 459 prints the 11 th chapter by way of spe-"cimen. Quite recently the prologue and part of the first "chapter have been published, -critically edited, as the title "page says -by Dr. Edward Breck, "Fragment of Aelfric's "translation of Aethelwold's De consuetudine Monachorum," "etc., Leipsic. W. Drugulin's printing office, 1887 I "may here add that the work is generally supposed to be "one of Dunstan's, but it has been attributed to Aelfric, "whilst of late, independently of each other, Professor A. "Ebert (Allgemeine Gesch. der Litt, des Mittelalters III, "p. 506), and the above named Dr. Breek, have fathered it "upon Aethelwold, Abbot of Abingdon, and afterwards "Bishop of Winchester." Since this was written another fragment, our lines 612-625, has appeared in the "Archiv f. d. Studium d. n. Sprachen u. Literaturen" vol. LXXXIV p. 20 , in an article of Prof. Jul Znpitza, Ein weiteres bruchstück der Regularis Concordia in altenglischer spräche (see below p. 37).
Dr. H. Logeinan's Introduction next contains a complete enumeration of the various texts in the codex, not so much with a view to their contents as to the question of what texts have been printed aud where they have appeared. As will be seen from what follows, the knowledge of the contents of the other texts is of great importance for our purpose. I must therefore to some extent repeat what is given there, referring intending editors of any of the texts to the 'Rule of St. Benet.
1
The codex is described by Wanley 1 as: "Codex antiquns optimae notae per diversorum manus conscriptus ante con-1 In his 'Antiquae Literaturae Septentrionalis Liber Alter seu Hum· phredi Wanlii Libroruin veterum. .. Catalogue Historico-criticus. Oxon. e Theatro Sheldoniano 1705 pp. 193-199. It would, I think, greatly facilitate the labours of students and workers in the Brit. Mus. if those authors who, -having consulted books quisitionem Angliae in quo icones 8. Benedict!, Eadgari Regis & S. Scolasticae." In the fire of 1731 at Ashbnrn bouse, where the Cotton Library was deposited until this disaster caused it to be transferred to the Brit. Mus., our codex fortunately did not suffer very severely; it has been since rebound and is throughout in fair condition. In rebinding it, a sheet containing a much damaged fragment in latin has been prefixed to the old MS. This fragment did evidently not belong originally to the codex, as is shown by the pagination and by the fact that it is followed by fol. 2. 1 Table of Contents. Our text is here indicated as: Regularis Concordia Angliae Nat ion is Monachor u Scimonialiu sub Edgaro Rege procurante Dunstano er: interlineatim inseritur etiam versio saxonica tempore einsdem regis scripta.
On the back of this folio we find the drawing alluded to by Wanley. The king is seated on a throne and flanked by two figures, the three holding a scroll, which seems to have been intended for bearing the title. Below them there is a figure of a monk, looking upward, holding a similar scroll, which passes behind his back. Again: a similar scroll, in similar position is found on the picture preceding No. LXI. of our codex, i. e. The Benedictine Rule publ. by H. Logeman. This picture is said to be: Imago 3. Benedict! sedentis et quasi regulam suam exponentis. The scroll is there actually used for writing upon.
The I have thus fully enumerated the contents of our codex in order to enable the reader to judge for himself in how far these contents might more or less correctly, but with sufficient accuracy for general purposes, be summed up as, e. g. Regularis concordia, Liber Somniorum, De observatione lunae et rebus agendis, Orationes Anglice.
Led by the hint contained in Wanley's preface that among the books once existing in the Library of Christ Church, Cambridge, he had found mentioned: Regula S. Benedict! and other tracts whose titles reminded me forcibly of the contents of our Ms., I carefully went through the catalogue which Wanley alludes to, and which is found in the MS. Cotton Galba E. Wanley in his preface does not indicate these particular vols in this catalogue, but there can be, I think, no doubt that it was they he had in view.
Little, however, as I can doubt the fact that Wanley referred to Batta's books, just as little do I hesitate to state my conviction that the most intimate connection exists between these two volumes and our codex. I do not think they are identical; the contents of vol. II. Battae are too distinctly given as different from what we find in the latter half of Cod. Tib. A. 3 to simply allow us to suppose that we now possess these two volumes bound together; but, that our ms. and Batta's books are 4 of the same origin' I think is beyond doubt. They cannot indeed have been simply copied the ones from the others, but if we remember: that our Codex is 4 per diversorum manus conscripttis ante conquieitionem Angliae' and contains a rather miscellaneous collection of minor notices (especially in the latter halt), and that Batta's vol. I is almost entirely represented as well as the concluding larger treatises of vol. II, I think we may take our 'Regularis Concordia' to be Batta's 4 Regula Alfricii glosata Anglice'. If this be correct, we have here an important contribution to the external evidence concerning the authorship.
Both the latin text and the Anglo-saxon glosses are here printed exactly 1 as they are found in the MS. As has been said, the Latin text has been printed more than once. For the readers of the Auglia it is not of much direct importance, with the exception perhaps of the passages 11. 800-815, and 1. 868, Ejusdem. -911 De omnibus sanctis, etc, In both these passages we have interesting documents of the origin, or rather of the rise of the practice in the church of quasi-dramatising certain events to which the church-service refers, which practice was later on developed into the Mystery Plays. The former of these passages speaks of it as "usus quorundam religiosorum imitabilis ad fidem indocti vulgi ac neofitorum corroborandam," which custom may be followed "si ita cui visum fuerit vel sibi taliter placuerit." In the latter the stage-directions (if I may be permitted to call them thus) u ingrediatur fratrum unus ac si ad aliud agendum, atque latenter sepulchri locum adeat," (line 878) and ''pedetemptim ad similitudinem querentium quid veniant" (line 882) etc. seem to me curious enough to mention here.
But on the whole the Latin text is for us of importance only as the vehicle of the Anglo-saxon glosses. I have therefore thought it unnecessary to devote much time to it I give what I believe to be the reading of the manuscript, which is with the ms. at the Brit. Mus. A collation of the published text with the original has resulted in the finding of a few errors, which are enumerated below. I believe that with these corrections the published text is really a reliable one. optimae notae and nowhere presents much difficulty. Only here and there I suggest readings where the text as it stands might be misleading. I have also preserved the habitual combination which the scribe has made of the prepositions with the noun that follows them, etc. We are gradually learning that much that formerly was thought of no importance, due to caprice or ignorance etc. etc. of the scribe or copyist, has a real significance of its own; that -again and again -we must, even where we possess 'trustworthy' editions have recourse to the originals. An ideal edition is one which renders this for ever unnecessary. In fact the 'ideal edition' is the photographic reproduction of the original with annotations and explanations, transcriptions and translations, or with so much of all this as the case may seem to require. Illustrations of the untrustworthiness of the most carefully prepared transcript abound. Our own text furnishes an instructive example, which I hope I may be allowed to point out, in order to enforce my advocacy of more frequent application of photography to our manuscripts than is as yet the fashion. Amateur photographers know by experience how very small is really the cost in materials of a photograph, and, -if but professional photographers could be sure of a sufficient number of customers, i. e. if scholars were more generally convinced that the possession of a facsimile reproduction of the manuspript is the ONLY safeguard against the unpleasant experience of devoting time and energy to studies which an inspection of the original upsets, if not entirely, yet in part, -these reproductions could be much cheaper than they are. But now for our illustration.
I will not here refer to the glaring instance of a statement made by an editor of a text, which statement, though nothing more or less than a question of fact, is absolutely inaccurate, and to which I had to allude in the note to line 43, p. 368, nor will I remind the reader of the fact that, though I had done whatever the circumstances permitted to make my reprint a faithful reproduction of the text, I have now to give a list, -a small one it is true, but a list it is, -of readings where my transcript was at fault. Dr. Breck's manner (or ought I to say 'theory'), of editing is one which puts his edition outside the list of "reliable" ones, and as to my own attempt at attaining reliability, the presence of the errors cannot strike the student or reader, who has as yet no reason to presuppose their absence. But when a scholar like Professor Schipper induces another like Prof. Zupitza to print an unusual form, with the note 'so die handschrift,' no one who is not an absolute stranger in the field where these scholars work, and who has any knowledge of the fame which they so deservedly enjoy, can for a moment doubt that there he has at least 'reliable' information. I myself, when I found on p. 20 of vol. LXXXIV. of the Archiv, in the article quoted above, 'gesrydde' with that addition, began by altering my copy accordingly, (line 618, where ί have printed 'gescrydde'.) But an inspection of the manuscript shows that in this case my copy was correct and that also the next word, where I have one d, and the Arch, two, the ms. is on my side, and similarly in line 615 where, instead of 'maessan* prof. Schipper copied 'messan' the former is the true reading. I hope that no one will think that by seeming thus to 'make much' of three very unimportant variations I am trying to rejoice over a slip of great men, in order thereby to diminish the importance of the mistakes I have to correct in my own work. If the slips had been committed by scholars of less repute, they would prove nothing for my assertion: that even where great scholars tell us anything about a codex, we are not safe in merely accepting their word; in other words: that nothing but a mechanical reproduction of the manuscripts such as is e. g. produced by the photographic camera is absolutely reliable and 4 final.' I have, of course, followed the same principles with the glosses as with the Latin text: divisions and combinations are all printed as they stand in the codex: it was my intention to reserve all suggestions of emendations etc. for the notes. Some however which had been written on the margin of my copy were printed where they now stand. When I found that, through an oversight of mine, they appeared in the proofsheets, I did not feel at liberty to make the Anglia incur the expense of removing them.
The vertical strokes indicate the endings of the lines in the ms. The figures in the margin count these lines and the figures in the glossary refer to these numbers.' 1 I ought to add that the commencement of my transcript (about 1 U) was made by Dr. H. Logeman, who, when he found that at the time ne could not finish it, kindly placed it at my disposal. I have thus to thank line 10. worca cff. 348, v. weorc, 63, 105, 182, 267, 359, 364, etc . Is stillisse nothing more than an error of the copyist, or is it an interesting relic of the suffix ess without the w, with which we now always find it combined? line 337. The infinitive magan which Sievers 424, gives as 'unbelegt* should be noted. " 342. Sine but on. the note to these words on p. 389 should be can celled. The sense of the passage clearly demands sine confessione, which the glosses rightly give. The latter were, it seems, copied from other interlinear glosses, which may have had the correct latin words, cf. supra, note to 1. 275. " 344. fordemiende. The tafter a stem with long rootvowel due to analogy with other verbs in -ian. " 436. rysta, lege reste. sefnysse, lege seftnysse. " 448. nocturnan, lege nocternum? cf. 220. " 451. haldene. This and 1540, gehalden, are the only instances of α for ea in this verb. (cf. 87, 88, 103, 197, 178, 213, 285, 354, 418, 707,1033,1036, 1068.) cf. supra, note to 290, and Siev. 80, & 158. freolsieum, lege freolslicum. " 457. genyct, lege genyde. cf. 132, 657. " 462. temperies, gemetegud. This is clearly wrong, but it is not quite so clear what is correct. In 1. 544, we find temperies gl. by smyltnyss, whilst a few words before this gloss (1. 461), we have intemperies, ungetemprung. There however the sense is not quite the same as here. There we have 'mildness 7 and Unfavorable weather' whilst here the sense is weather, in general. I do not think that gemetgung (for this, or gernetegung is no doubt the form intended) can bear this sense, and 3*
